Poinsettia Bracelet
An exclusi ve design from Laura M cCabe ©2007

This bracelet and these instructions were
designed with the single intent of celebrating the
beauty of beads with all my friends in the world

Materials:
Size 15º Japanese seed beads; 5 grams of

red/silver-lined, 2 grams of gilt lined straw, just
a sprinkle of matte metallic olive gold

Size 15º Japanese charlottes; 10 grams of matte
sterling silver

Size 11º Japanese seed beads; 2 grams of
metallic chrome

of beading. It is my sincere hope that they will
be used to create beautiful pieces which will
allow us to share with others the age-old magic
of beads and beadwork.
This holiday flower always brings to mind the
festivities of the holiday season and the
coziness found in surrounding yourself with
family and friends.

5-6mm golden fresh water pearls; 3 pearls

3mm magatama (small drops) beads; 5 grams of matte metallic silver
6mm opaline glass rondelles; 2 beads

8-10mm crystal glass button (for closure)
6lb crystal fireline or size D grey nymo

Tools:
Size 12 and 13 English beading needles
Embroidery Scissors

Microcrystalline or Beeswax
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Step One: Making the B racelet Base
The bracelet base is made using a stitch that I call “herringboned spiral.” It is actually a
variation of spiral rope, but it has a distinctive herringbone appearance.

Begin by threading up about 2-3 wingspans (a wingspan = approximately 5 feet) of single
threaded beading thread on a size 12 English beading needle. Leave a 15 inch tail, which will be
used later to attach the button closure.

Pick up four 11º (metallic chrome) seed beads, then three 15º (matte metallic silver) charlottes,

one 3mm (matte metallic silver) magatama, and three more 15º (matte metallic silver) charlottes.
Circle around and go back up through the four 11ºs. Fold the charlottes and magatama
sequence to the left, keeping the 11ºs to the right. <Illustration A>

Now pick up a second sequence of the charlottes and magatamas < three 15º (matte metallic

silver) charlottes, one 3mm (matte metallic silver) magatama, and three more 15º (matte metallic

silver) charlottes> and again go through the four 11ºs. This time, fold the outer sequence to the
right. <Illustration B>

To begin the next “stitch,” begin by picking up two 11º (metallic chrome) seed beads, then three
15º (matte metallic silver) charlottes, one 3mm (matte metallic silver) magatama, and three more

15º (matte metallic silver) charlottes. Circle around and go up through four 11º seed beads (two
from the previous stitch and the two you just added). Fold the outer sequence to the left.
<Illustration C>

Now pick up a sequence of the charlottes and magatamas < three 15º (matte metallic silver)
charlottes, one 3mm (matte metallic silver) magatama, and three more 15º (matte metallic silver)

charlottes> and again go through the four 11ºs. This time, fold the outer sequence to the right.
<Illustration D>

Illustration A

Illustration B

Illustration C

Illustration D
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Continue in this manner until the bracelet is the desired
length. Remember, the button closure will add

approximately one inch extra to the finished length of
the bracelet.

To attach the button closure, thread up the tail at the

end of the bracelet. Pick up one 6mm opaline glass

rondelle, seven 15º charlottes (matte metallic silver),

the button, and seven more charlottes (matte metallic silver). Go back down through the
rondelle and down through two of the 11º core beads in the spiral. <Illustration E>

Now pick up three 15º charlottes (matte metallic silver), and go up through the rondelles,

around through the charlottes, button and charlottes (to reinforce the button attachment),
and back down through the rondelle, and down through two 11º core beads. <Illustration F>
Pick up three 15º charlottes (matte metallic silver) and go up through the rondelle, around

through the charlottes, button and charlottes (to reinforce the button attachment again), and
back down through the rondelle. <Illustration G>
Weave of the thread by half hitching 2-3 times before cutting the tail.
The loop end of the closure is finished in the same fashion, except rather than string up the
charlottes and button, you will string up three charlottes, an 11º, three charlottes, an 11º . . .
until you have strung enough beads to comfortably fit around the button. Finish off,
reinforcing twice as described above, before weaving in the tail.

Illustration E

Illustration F

Illustration G
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Step Two: Making the Flowers
The two-layered poinsettias are constructed by making two,

separate, 6-petaled flowers. The flowers can range in size from a “9-

bead long” petal to a “15-bead long petal.” Usually I do the top flower
in a petal size that in two beads shorter than the bottom flower. For
example, the center flower (in straw) has a “15-bead long” bottom
flower and a “13-bead long” top flower.

To make the smaller, “9-bead long” flower, begin by single threading 1 wingspan (5 feet) of
single threaded beading thread on a size 13 English beading needle. Wax well.

Pick up 9 size 15º seed beads (in either red/silver lined or gilt opal straw, depending on which
flower color you desire). Go back through the 6th 15º to form a picot.

Now peyote stitch back down toward the base with size 15ºs. When you
reach the bottom, pick up a 15º and do a u-turn with your thread,

coming back up through the first 15º. You will be ready to do a second
round of peyote. <Illustration H>

Do the second round of peyote in 15ºs, being sure to pass through all
three beads in the picot, in order to maintain the petal tip.
Illustration H

When you get back to the bottom, again do the u-turn with your thread
and come up through two 15ºs, ready to begin yet another round of

peyote. If this is your first petal on the flower, you will

continue on. If it is the second petal on the flower, you will
want to do a u-turn with your thread and come down

through the two bottom most, outer 15ºs on the previous

petal, to attach this newly formed petal to the previous one
in a stable manner. <Illustration J>
Go through the 15º charlotte between the two petal bases,

and come up again through the bottom 15ºs in the petal you
are currently making. Now do the round of peyote stitch.
When you reach the bottom of the petal, pick up one 15º

Illustration J
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charlotte, which will serve as a spacer between petals, and then pick up
nine 15ºs, ready to begin another petal. <Illustration K>

For “9-bead long” flowers and “11-bead long flowers,” you will do the

initial up and down of peyote stitch, plus two additional rounds of peyote
stitch, attaching the petal to the previous petal at the start of the second
round.

For “13-bead long” flowers and “15-bead long”
Illustration K

flowers,” you will do the initial up and down of
peyote stitch, plus three additional round of
peyote stitch, attaching the petal to the

previous petal at the start of the third round. <Illustration L>
Each flower will have a total of 6-petals. Once the flower is

complete, half hitch both tails 2-3 times before cutting of the

Illustration L

threads.

Step Three: Attaching the Flowe rs
Once the flowers are complete (remember, each finished

flower has two layers), you are ready to attach then to the
bracelet base.

Weave a double threaded piece of fireline into once end of the
bracelet, half hitching 2-3 times in the flat spiral to secure the
thread.

Illustration M

Coming out of the 11º where you wish to add your first flower, pick up one 11º (metallic chrome),
the larger bottom flower, then the smaller top flower, a 5-6mm golden round fresh water pearl,
and 3 matte metallic olive gold 15ºs.

Go back through the pearl and the 11º underneath (contained within the center of the two

flower layers, and back into the next 11º in the core of the bracelet. Weave the thread along the
center 11ºs until you reach the place where you wish to add the next flower. Repeat the

process described above. <Illustration M> Once you have attached all the flowers, weave in
the attachment thread, half-hitching 2-3 times before cutting off the tails.
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